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Introduction

I For a long time ago humans have been interested in problems
related to the maze exploration problems

I In scientific research maze exploration has been often used to
test the abilities of animal and more recently maze exploration
has been used to test the abilities of artificial intelligence of
robots.

I As robotics evolves, more and more work is being done to
have the robot replace human in dangerous working
conditions (searching for victims in burning buildings, passing
through a minefeld, ...)



Introduction

I Many single-agent maze exploration algorithms have been
implemented, but extending them to multi-agent system is
not always simple and feasible.

I If the structure of the maze (walls, paths) is previously known,
then path planning algorithms are usually used to control the
movement of agents through the maze.

I If the maze is unknown, structure of the maze is previously
unknown, then the agents must first discover a part of the
maze around them using sensors, and based on the
information obtained, plan further actions.

I So, exploring an unknown maze for stationary targets is a
problem related to coverage, search and path finding problems



Introduction

I In this paper we will consider a problem of unknown maze
exploration by a multi-agent cooperative system which
traverse the maze by continuous paths in discrete time.



Multi-agent dynamical system denotes a group of N mobile robots
which have the ability to communicate with each other to exchange
information and are equipped with a sensor that allows them to
detect neighboring cells of the maze cell on which they are located.
All agents:

I start from intial positions

I move only to the one of neighbouring cell at each time step

I can only move from one cell to another if there is no wall
between them

I have a hierarchy according to which their next step is
determined



Introduction

To simulate a real world application we must consider

I agent collisions,

I collaboration,

I coverage coordination,

I optimal path planning.



Introduction

I The basic idea for the proposed algorithm comes from the
HEDAC (Heat Equation Driven Area Coverage) method
introduced by Ivić, Crnković and Mezić.

I The proposed algorithm uses a potential field to explore an
unknown maze with a built-in cooperative behavior of agents
which includes collision avoidance, coverage coordination, and
optimal path planning.



HEDAC method

I HEDAC method is a centralized control of agents motion in
the bounded n-dimensional domain Ω ⊂ Rn with a Lipschitz
continuous boundary. For now, let us consider trajectories of
mobile agents as known and are denoted by zi : [0, t]→ Rn,
for i = 1, 2, . . . ,N where N is the number of mobile agents.

I The main goal of this method is to control motion of agents
in order for coverage density to converge in some sense to the
goal density.

I E (t) can be considered as global error which is used to
evaluate overall area coverage success for given agent
trajectories.



HEDAC method

Control of agents’ motion which minimizes E (t) is accomplished
by a simple control of agent movement with kinematic model
represented with first order differential equations:

dzi (t)

dt
= va ·

∇u(zi (t), t)

||∇u(zi (t), t)||
, i = 1, . . .N, (1)

with initial conditions

zi (0) = zi ,0, zi ,0 ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . .N, (2)

where va is the maximum agent velocity and u : Rn+1 → R is a
scalar field obtained as a solution to the stationary heat equation:

∆u(x, t) = α · u(x, t)− s(x, t) (3)

with the boundary condition

∂u

∂n
= 0, on ∂Ω. (4)



HEDAC method

The source term s is a a non-negative spatial field

s(x, t) =
s̃(x, t)

1
|Ω|

∫
Ω s̃(x, t)dx

, s̃(x, t) = max(e(x, t), 0)2, (5)

which emphasizes the insufficiently covered areas.



Maze - basic terms and presentation

Definition of maze:

I Maze is a confusing intricate network of passages .

I Maze is a grid-like n-dimensional space of any size, usually
rectangular. [4]



Maze - basic terms and presentation

I Maze cell represent one location in the maze .

I Maze wall represent an obstacles which prevents the passage
from one maze cell to another.

I Maze wall also prevent the agent from sensing what is behind
the wall.

I The common goal of the algorithm for maze exploration is to
minimize the total time until way out (exit cell ) is find.



Maze - basic terms and presentation

when we are dealing with the exploration of the unknown maze,
then it is essential to distinguish the terms

I Explored maze cell- a maze cell visited by at least one agent

I Discovered maze cell- a maze cell which has been detected by
at least one agent with sensor



Maze - basic terms and presentation

To make things more simple for the application we will consider
only two dimensional maze with orthogonal passages, so we can
present the labyrinth as a rectangular grid as in the picture below.

Figure: Maze represented as a rectangular grid

Set of all maze cells will be denoted as CM , and each maze cell will
be denoted with mi ,j based on their position in the maze.



Formulation of maze exploration problem

After we present the maze over the rectangular grid we can
introduce a new method for maze exploration based on the
HEDAC search method and finding approximate solution of the
equation 3 with Neumann boundary condition on rectangular grid.



Formulation of maze exploration problem

I Since we will be dealing with the exploration of an unknown
maze, intending to find a maze exit and/or visit all maze cells,
but not maze continuous monitoring, the described approach
related to the HEDAC method will be slightly modified .

I But, basic idea for agent navigation remains the same, so, in
each time step each agent plan their next move depending on
the value of the scalar field u.



Formulation of maze exploration problem

I As spatial domain of our maze exploration problem we use set
of all maze cells, denoted as CM .

I Time domain is dicrete, so we can denote
0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < · · · tl < · · · .

I Trajectories of the agents are denoted as zi : N0 → V for
i = 1, . . .N, where N denote number of agents.



Formulation of maze exploration problem

The exploration process is conducted in discrete time steps, and for
each agent, respectively, from first to N-th, at a particular time
step t we iteratively solve stationary heat equation of form

∆u(m, t) = α · u(m, t) (6)

on the rectangular grid associated with the visited and discovered
maze cells at the particular time step t of the exploration by the
agent k . Unlike equation 3 in HEDAC method, in equation 6 there
is not source term, rather, we added boundary conditions to
emphasize detected, but unexplored maze cells.



Formulation of maze exploration problem

Example of setting boundary conditions at a particular time step
for a particular agent can be seen on the below picture :

Figure: Setting up boundary conditions



Algorithm 1: Maze exploration without collision avoidance mechanism

initialization and exchange of information ;
initially creating a rectangular grid and setting boundary conditions on it;
for t = 0, t = maxt , t = t + 1 do

for i = 1, i = N, i = i + 1 do
iteratively solving equation ∆u = u;
next pos for agent i = neigbouring cell where is maximum value

of scalar field u;
exchange of information about agent i new position and

discovered cells;
update of rectangular grid;
update of boundary conditions on it ;

end
if exit cell is find / all maze cells are visited then

break;
else

end

end



Results

We tested our algorithm for two different scenarios: finding an exit
from the maze, ie. searching thru an unknown maze in order to
find a way out( exit cell), and mapping an unknown maze - where
the main goal is to explore/visit all maze cells.



Finding an exit

The following animation shows how our maze exploration
algorithm works for exploration of 10x10 maze, where is only one
path from each cell to another, exploration is conducted by the 5
agents generated at random positions.



Finding an exit



Finding an exit

We compare our algorithm results with Kivelevitch an Cohen
algorithm for maze exploration presented in [4].



Finding an exit

I Kivelevitch an Cohen algorithm are used to solve problem
defined as getting a group of agents into a maze from one
point, finding the exit on the other side of the maze, and then
getting the entire group out of the maze through that exit.

I During the search for the exit, each agent follows a
generalization of Tarry’s algorithm, but the difference is that
the knowledge which cell has been visited is shared by all
agents.



Finding an exit

In order to be able to compare our algorithm with Kivelevitch an
Cohen algorithm, which is implemented to work on tree type maze,
we performed our tests on the mazes of dimensions 10x10 and
15x15 generated using program writen in Matlab, which is
described in [4]. Mazes generated using this program can be
represented as a three, so, there is exactly one path from one maze
cell to another.

I We observe a situation where autonomous multi-agent system
of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20,25,30 agents search thru an unknown maze
for exit.

I The initial positions of the agents were randomly created, and
were preserved, so we used the same initial configuration of
agents, and the same maze, for testing both algorithms.



Finding an exit

I Each test was conducted 250 times by both algorithms

I We compare the average time (in time steps) required to find
the exit from the maze using both algorithms.

I From the graphs can be seen that our algorithm has an
advantage when it comes to a multi-agent system.



Finding an exit

Figure: Compare of average time required to find the exit from 10x10
maze



Mapping an unknown maze

Here, we observed a situation where autonomous multi-agent
system of agents is used for mapping an unknown maze, agents
appears at randomly selected position/ maze cells, and explore
maze until all maze cells are visited.



Mapping an unknown maze

I We conduct a tests on three different mazes of size 10× 10

I We use the same initial maze of size 10× 10 as in the
previous comparison test

I Two other, more passable mazes, are with an obstacle share
of 30% and 40%.

I We simply removed the exit cell from the maze and checked
in each time step to see if all maze cells were visited.



Mapping an unknown maze

I The initial positions of the agents were randomly created, and
were preserved, so we used the same initial configuration of
agents for mapping all three different mazes

I Each test was conducted 60 times

I We observe increasing of percentage of explored maze cells
over time steps



Mapping an unknown maze

Figure: Percentage of visited cells of 10x10 maze ( tree type) for 60 tests
conducted by 5 agents



Mapping an unknown maze

Figure: Percentage of visited cells of 10x10 maze ( 40% obstacles share)
for 60 tests conducted by 5 agents



Mapping an unknown maze

Figure: Percentage of visited cells of 10x10 maze ( 30% obstacles share)
for 60 tests conducted by 5 agents



Conclusion

For the end we can conclude that:

I One of the important advantages of our presented algorithm
over similar algorithms is that it can be applied to explore
different types of mazes, with multiple pathways between two
cells or with only one pathway between each two cells

I The presented algorithm is easily customized to work with
collision avoidance mechanism

I Also,when we consider that the maze can also be viewed as a
graph, as in [4], this algorithm can be easily customized and
extended to work for unknown graph exploration as well.

I This algorithm proved to be robust, adaptive, scalable and
computationally inexpensive which enables real-time planning,
and we planned to extend it to other mentioned applications.
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